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About myself

 Mihaela Alsamadi, in HR from 2010

 Varied expertise in employer branding, talent acquisition, performance 

management, employee engagement, HR operations

 I have a strong passion for continuous learning and enjoy sharing my knowledge

 Together we will explore LinkedIn's potential 



LinkedIn at a glance

 Top professional platform

 The oldest popular social media platform (since 2003)

 Over 930 million users 

 Over 58 million company profiles

 61 million users look for a job weekly

 16% of users are active daily

 Every second 100 job seekers apply to jobs

 Every 8 minute people are hired on LinkedIn Source: https://thesocialshepherd.com/blog/linkedin-statistics



How to use LinkedIn

 Professional networking

 Job searching and recruitment

 Personal branding 

 Business development and lead generation

 Knowledge sharing and learning

 Building and engaging a community

 Research and market intelligence



Your LinkedIn profile

 LinkedIn is all about branding and bragging 

 Best way to build and support your professional brand

 94% of recruiters use LinkedIn to look for candidates*

 but only 50% of LinkedIn users have a complete profile

Formula for a Powerful LinkedIn Profile = Complete all Sections + Consistent Branding + 

Relevant Info + Captivating Visuals + Strategic Keywords + Active Engagement + Networking

*Source: https://shorturl.at/GQRY6



Complete LinkedIn profile - Photo

 Your photo is the first impression you make on LinkedIn. Make it count!

 LinkedIn prioritizes profiles with a professional photo

 LinkedIn is a visual platform, so leverage any visual support to enhance your profile

 Profile photo is mandatory for LinkedIn, but nor for CV

 Avoid: casual setups, group photos, emojis, avatars

 Review you photo with photofeeler.com

Photo Formula = professional headshot + recent photo + 60% of picture + smile 



Complete LinkedIn profile - Background photo

 Is the second visual element that can create an excellent first impression

 Unlike the profile picture, the banner image lets you showcase more of your personality

 Should reinforce who you are and visually support the written portions of your profile

 You can add a picture of a workspace or city landscape, a cause or mission you serve, your 

contact details, some of your key strengths or a meaningful quote. Just keep it professional.

 Customize your cover photo with online tools or get a free stock photo

Background Formula = 1584 x 396 size + JPG, GIF or PNG format + visual story



Complete LinkedIn profile - URL

 A customized URL is easier to remember and looks cleaner on print

 Adds a professional touch and increases your online visibility / SEO

 Helps you stand out from others generic URLs 

 Showcases your attention to detail and professionalism

URL Formula = unique + your name + relevant keywords / job title



Complete LinkedIn profile - URL

To customize your LinkedIn profile URL:

 Click on your profile picture or the "Me" icon in the top navigation bar

 Select "View profile" from the dropdown menu

 On the right side of your profile, under your profile picture and headline, click on the "Edit 

public profile & URL" button

 On the right side of the screen, under "Edit URL" click on the pencil icon

 Enter a unique and professional URL that includes your name or relevant keywords

 Click "Save" to finalize your customized URL



Complete LinkedIn profile - Headline

 This is more than just your job title, is your personal ad, it has to make people curious to 

know you

 Gives your audience a quick overview of who you are, what you do, and what you bring to 

the table

 Is one of the most important fields for LinkedIn’s search algorithm

 CV - keywords for job posting vs. LinkedIn - headline keywords tailored to career expertise, 

skills, and position titles

Headline Formula = keywords + skills + results / value proposition (220 characters)



Tips on how to write your Headline

Guiding questions:

 What industry keywords do I need to use?

 Who am I trying to help?

 What problem am I trying to solve?

 What results have I achieved?

 What professional attribute will help me stand out?

 What unique value can I bring to the table?

 What relevant accomplishments do I have under my belt?

 Why would a recruiter want to click my LinkedIn profile?

Avoid: excessive capitalization, controversial topics, too many emojis, spelling mistakes and grammatical errors, 

cryptic words or abbreviations that aren’t widely used
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Complete LinkedIn profile - About

 Profile summary should be longer than the headline section

 Incorporate storytelling techniques, share your professional journey

 Highlight your expertise and quantifiable achievements 

 Show your passion and career goals

 Add  information but keep it concise and easy to read

 Avoid: clichés, excessive information, vague descriptions, misspelling, 3rd person

About Formula = self-description + skills + experience + personal details    (min 500 – max 2.000 characters)
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Source: https://shorturl.at/nyPV7



Source: https://shorturl.at/bmFIL



Source: https://shorturl.at/rFKS7



Complete LinkedIn profile - Experience

 You can list all types of working experiences: internships, freelancing, part-time jobs, project based 

and even Career breaks, Sabbaticals or Maternity Leaves  

 Add relevant keywords and make this section search friendly

 Recruiters pay most attention to Headline, About and Experience sections

 Take inspiration from others' LinkedIn profiles and from job descriptions

 Complete all the fields, including the optional ones: Employment Type, Location, Description, Skills, 

Media (take advantage of the multimedia option)



Experience Formula

 Start with the basics and establish a clear timeline 

 Focus on recent roles and update regularly

 Highlight your responsibilities, achievements, and impact, avoid general descriptions 

 Use action verbs and quantify results whenever possible (data, metrics, numbers)

 Keep it relevant and concise

 Use the same layout for all entries

 Use bullet points, avoid lengthy paragraphs

 Don’t use fancy vocabulary or heavy terminology. The simpler to read and understand, the better.

 Avoid 3rd person as well as the word "I" 

 Make sure you are not sharing confidential or proprietary information



Complete LinkedIn profile - Feature

 It’s located below the About section and has no posting limit

 It can be used as a mini-portfolio to showcase your accomplishments, 

projects, and expertise

 It builds your personal brand with content

 Keep the content updated, relevant, and engaging 

 Share only content that speaks to you as a professional (LinkedIn ≠ Facebook)

 You can also add multimedia content to the entries in your Experience section 



Keywords and Skills 

 Incorporate the right keywords everywhere – they influence your LinkedIn profile's ranking

 Research the right keywords for you (JDs, other profiles, industry trends, LinkedIn auto-suggest)

 Use keywords, but avoid buzzwords (hallow words)

 LinkedIn allows up to 50 skills, so use all of them 

Where to incorporate keywords on your profile:

 Headline (most important)

 About

 Experience

 Skills

 Recommendations

 Interests



Buzzwords 

 Using common buzzwords can help with keyword optimization and can signal specific industry knowledge

 But they tend to become cliché, to lose their meaning and they don’t help create a unique impression 

Best practices

 Select a few meaningful buzzwords that reflect your skills and experiences

 Prioritize and refine 

 Offer concrete examples and specific achievements 

 Complement them with authentic language that captures your unique qualities and contributions

 Keep track of emerging buzzwords and industry-specific terminology and incorporating them strategically



Complete LinkedIn profile - Other sections

 Contact info & Location – make it easy for people to get in touch

 Endorsements (give & receive)

 Desired job

 Education / certification / courses / Linked courses or skill assessments 

 Volunteer experience 

 Languages 

 Causes you follow



LinkedIn profile versus CV

 LinkedIn profile and CV should complement each other

 Add a LinkedIn link in your resume, but don’t add your CV in your LinkedIn profile

 Multiple resumes, one LinkedIn profile = Ensure consistency and accuracy!

 LinkedIn = more detailed, creative, interactive, dynamic, visual

 CV = more focused, concise, standardized, static and formal

Keyword optimisation is essential for both



How to signal recruiters

 Create a current Experience that mentions you are looking for a job

 Open to work 

 Signal interest for a company

 Message job poster to increase your visibility 







Open to work

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a507508

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a507508


Signal interest for a company

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a1380509



The value of your network 

 Constantly expand and curate your network

 Greater networker = greater opportunities

 Be intentional and add relevant connections 

 Network inside and outside your field of specialization / industry

 Don’t just build your network, engage with it  

 Ideally min. 500 connections (shows interest) 



Start building your network 

 Synch your profile with your email address book

 Connection suggestions:

Relevant influencers in your industry

People you meet at events

People you meet during interviews 

Recruiters 

 Customize your invites for impact 

 Grow gradually 



Manage your network notifications

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/a529062



What is the best strategy? 

 Determine what goal you want to achieve with LinkedIn and start from there

 Make regular updates and improvements to your profile. Experiment and reiterate

 Constantly connect with new people

 Don’t just network - use LinkedIn to learn and grow 

 Be active: create your own posts, share, like, comment

Best Formula = Complete Profile + Active Engagement + Networking
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